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From opening the doors to a Waste Treatment Plant facility, to celebrating the 
completion of a cleanup project along the Columbia River, 2019 was full of 
milestones, accomplishments and successes. Below are the most popular stories we 
ran in the last year. 

Opening the Doors to the Future of Cleanup 

In August, Hanford leadership opened a new annex at the Waste 
Treatment and Immobilization Plant, which will allow workers to 
monitor and manage 14 facilities from one control room. Take a 
walk through the new building. 

PFP Demolition Enters the Final Phase 

The safe and steady pace of demolition yielded significant 
progress in 2019, as little remains of Hanford’s iconic Plutonium 
Finishing Plant. The final phase of demolition activities is 
expected to be completed early this year.  

Cleanup Project Along the Columbia River 
Completed 

In October, former Secretary of Energy Rick Perry visited Hanford 
to help celebrate the completion of a 10-year-project designed to 
protect the Columbia River. Read more. 

New Leadership Takes the Reins at Hanford 

In February, Brian Vance stepped into the leadership role for both 
Hanford DOE offices. Read more. 

New Options Could Boost Tank Retrieval 

With tank waste retrieval well underway, a Hanford contractor 
began looking at options to reduce costs and time. Read more. 

Hanford Embraces New Era of Cleanup 

With the start-up of the Waste Treatment and Immobilization 
Plant around the corner, technicians train on more than 200 
systems as they prepare to treat the first batch of low-activity 
waste. Read more. 

Virtual Capabilities Helps Tank Farm Efficiency 

3-D technology helps engineers get a unique view of the tank
farms. Read the article.

New Crane Helps Workers Navigate Through 
Different Terrain and Obstacles 

Learn how a 150-ton crane is adding value to cleanup efforts 
across the site. 

Hanford Site Home to Innovator of the Year 

Mission Support Alliance employee Ashley Ward wins the 
Innovator of the Year Award for bringing new and innovative 
technology to Hanford. Read more.  

Record Snowfall Covers the Hanford Site 

In February, more than 25 inches of snow was recorded at 
Hanford.  

Comments and input on the What's Happening @HanfordSite newsletter can be sent to: Patrick 
Conrad, Mission Support Alliance, at Patrick_J_Conrad@rl.gov.  
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